stylistic analysis of Silence and over-reliance on Thorpe's edition; 5 and Rosalind Brown-Grant, in her review, notes typographical errors and infelicities in the translation. 6 Because these drawbacks do not significantly impact our broad approach, we have chosen to work with this readily accessible transcription and energetic translation, providing alternative translations where necessary.
Not surprisingly, in a text that destabilizes sex/gender categories, critics have discussed ways gender determines allocation of power. Those who see the text as an antifeminist diatribe, demonstrating that women cannot move out of their naturally determined role in society, acknowledge that the work nonetheless allows a strong voice to powerful women. 7 Yet those who see the work as protofeminist find troubling strains to the contrary. 8 The unsettling dichotomy of perspective has been acknowledged and discussed in a variety of ways. Michelle Bolduc points out that although 'for much of the narrative Silence is a dynamic, active heroine, freed from the traditional roles accorded to women,' the miniatures in the manuscript consistently portray her as 'dependent and vulnerable.' 9 Codifying the conflicting perspectives, Lorraine Stock discusses the text as a 'primitivist manifesto. ' 10 She argues that Silence 'exposes how power is allocated to and appropriated by both genders,' and she concludes that Merlin's laughter 'explodes the poem's allocation of power by gender. ' 11 Christopher Callahan, too, points to destabilized notions of gender, indicating that in becoming a minstrel, Silence gains 'a tangible benefit in the gender blurring which characterizes lyric discourse.' 12 Critics do not always formulate the paradox in terms of gender. Heather Lloyd, for example, suggests, 'in a world where appearances may be deceptive, judgement can never be absolute,' 13 and Howard Bloch concludes that 'the Roman de Silence symptomizes the paradox of the poet who speaks the impossibility both of silence and of an always already dislocated speech.' 14 The overall critical perspective on Le Roman de Silence is conflicted, but a systematic stylistic analysis may clarify certain dimensions of the character Silence. If one looks just at Silence's actions, it is hard to see how his power can be doubted, and, indeed, Anita Lasry describes him as a heroine who is the 'center of action.' 15 As a young nobleman, he is required to wrestle, ride, hunt, joust, and fight with both sword and shield. Not only does Silence do all these things, he excels at every one of them. Moreover, he performs music better than anyone else, crushes the rebellion against King Ebain almost single handedly, and tops off his exploits by catching the notoriously elusive Merlin. How can a reader doubt Silence's agency? It becomes evident that we doubt his agency because the text systematically limits and subverts the effect of Silence's power on the reader/audience. In this way, the text problematizes notions of agency by privileging male, aristocratic values, and simultaneously destabilizing those values. arthuriana This bivalence contrasts markedly with contemporary texts. Karen Pratt suggests that comparison with the twelfth-century romances of Chrétien de Troyes highlights the 'incongruities which are fundamental to the Roman de Silence's comic effect.' 16 Along these lines, a cursory comparison immediately reveals that any of Chrétien's male heroes displays strikingly greater agency than Silence in comparable situations. More significantly for this study, thirteenth-century French romance heroines who, like Silence, disguise themselves as male minstrels, are accorded by the texts significantly more power than Silence.
At least in part an allegorical figure, Silence maintains a contradictory position in a text which claims for itself both written and oral status. Heldris consistently situates his 'conte' in both the world of text and the world of performance, balancing the two modes, as at the end when he asks a blessing on both the performer and the author: Beneöis soit qui le vos conte, Beneöis soit qui fist le conte. [God's blessing on the narrator, God's blessing on the author], 6703-04. Since a manuscript is silent and a performance is noisy, the character of Silence at the heart of the tale is by its very nature conflicted. Silence, who is a woman, becomes a man; then Silence, which can make no sound, becomes a minstrel. These contradictions consistently clash in the audience's perception of Silence's power, his ability to act in male dominated and performance dominated contexts.
Stylistics has isolated many factors that contribute to a character's perceived power. Some of them have to do with the type of events in which the character participates. Agents in events involving an irreversible and obvious change of state, such as creation or destruction, will be seen as far more powerful than those in events creating a short-term reversible change. The two counts, when they kill each other, are more powerful agents than the king when he wrings his hands over Cador's illness. Likewise, agents who change the state of another entity that is their equal or superior in power will be perceived as far more powerful, at least in terms of male-dominated cultural values, than those acting on passive, inanimate objects or on themselves. Cador, when he kills the dragon, is more powerful than Silence when he dyes his face or roasts meat. In short, the most powerful agents are those who create a serious or permanent change in an equal or superior. There are 462 references to Silence as an actor or agent in the text, but in only fifteen percent of these (seventy) does Silence effect a serious change on an equal or more powerful entity.
At least equally significant in affecting the perception of power is the quantity of the text devoted to a given event, which determines the pace of the narrative, defined as the relationship 'between duration in the story (measured in minutes, hours, days, months, years) and the length of text devoted to it (in lines and pages)…' 17 Authors may either decelerate the pace so that the time it takes to read about an event proportionately equals or even exceeds the duration of the event (as when the queen attempts to seduce Silence) or they may accelerate the pace so that the reading time is far shorter than the duration of the event (as when Silence plays vielle). Changes in the pace of a narrative have powerful effects on the reader. Narrative theorist Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan observes, 'acceleration and deceleration are often evaluated by the reader as indicators of importance and centrality. Ordinarily, the more important events…are given in detail (i.e. decelerated), whereas the less important ones are compressed (i.e. accelerated).' 18 Deceleration works in two ways to increase the perceived importance of an event. First, simply slowing down the flow of information slows down the reader's construction of the event, thereby foregrounding it, much as slow motion in a film emphasizes the importance of a situation. Second, when more text is devoted to an event, more details are generally given, allowing the reader to visualize and remember the event more vividly. 19 Surprisingly few of the events in which Silence is highly agentive are decelerated in this way. The slowest pace for an event in which Silence takes an important agentive role occurs when Silence fights with the Count of Chester during the rebellion, 5584-5633. Yet even this key event occupies only 50 lines. On the other hand, the queen's first attempted seduction of Silence, 3743-3895, in which Silence plays an honorable but hardly powerful role, is given three times as much text (153 lines). Heldris thus consistently avoids using deceleration to narrate events where Silence engages in combat, yet applies it during scenes such as the seduction where Silence takes little initiative. The audience thus spends more time experiencing a Silence who is acted upon by others than a silence who initiates action himself.
Deceleration is also conspicuously absent in descriptions of Silence's minstrelsy. While singing and playing instruments is not highly agentive, minstrels can play powerful roles in medieval texts because their performance may have a crucial role in the cause-effect chain: for example, Fresne, disguised as a male minstrel, reveals herself to her lover by harping a lai in Galeran de Bretagne, and Tristan wins Isolde back from Gandin by harping a lai in Tristan. 20 If any of Silence's minstrelsy has such an effect, we are not directly informed of it. The 'longest' stretch of continuous text about a single performance by Silence appears to be four lines expressed in very general terms describing his arrival with the minstrels at the court of the Duke of Burgundy:
Puis sont as estrumens venu. Silences i est plus eslis Que il ne soient, et joïs, Qu'en lui ot moult bon menestrel [They proceeded to play their instruments. Silence was more sought after than they were, and enjoyed greater success, for he was a very fine minstrel] 3218-21.
The passage is so general that it is difficult to determine how much of it refers to a specific performance and how much to his performances in general. Moreover, in the subsequent description of his abilities in general, aside from being told that he plays harp and vielle well, and that he knows many 'bials dis' [beautiful stories], 3231, we are given no specific details about his performances; we do not know the particular lais he performs nor do we hear of his preparation for performance. At a subsequent feast, occupying 124 lines, when we know logically that Silence must be performing, there is no explicit statement that he is performing.
The passage describing the minstrels' first performance in Cornwall stands in sharp contrast: Although only seven lines are explicitly devoted to the minstrels' performance, the passage is highly detailed, including specific features of three lais, the instruments the minstrels play, their tuning, and the order in which the lais are performed. The passage highlights Heldris's contrasting treatment of Silence; by choosing not to use deceleration and description for Silence's minstrelsy, the poet diminishes its impact. 21 When Silence logically must be performing, we experience only the other two minstrels' response, not the performance itself.
Although not considered a type of deceleration, frequency is another way to increase the impact of an event. Frequency is simply the repeated reference to an event at multiple points in the story before and/or after the event actually takes place. 22 These repeated references are often quite brief, creating a minimal effect on the reader, but when mentioned beforehand, they serve as foreshadowing, and when mentioned afterwards, they serve to prime the event, that is, to bring it temporarily back to the foreground of the reader's representation of the actions. 23 This type of repetition is common in medieval romance, and Heldris uses the device frequently; it is interesting to note, however, the distribution of such repetitions. Cador's killing of the dragon, for example, is mentioned seven times before it happens, and seventeen times after it happens, the last occurrence being almost 700 lines after the event (line 1212). Even Eufemie's ability to cure Cador after the dragon killing is mentioned twice before the event and ten times after the event, the last one being 600 lines later, 1236. Thus, these events are continually re-primed, bringing back into focus Cador's and Eufemie's power and agency. The frequency of Silence's actions is significantly different. His most agentive deeds, those during the rebellion, though referred to afterwards thirteen times, are not mentioned even once before the battle takes place. His most frequently repeated actions (seventy-three times) are those involving his capture of Merlin, including his preparations for the trip, Merlin's entrapment, and their trip back to court. None of these actions evidence a high level of agency since Silence is forced to set out on the trip, instructed how to trap Merlin (and provided with supplies), and never challenged by Merlin on the trip back. Thus, in contrast with other characters in the text, Silence's most often primed undertaking, his capture of Merlin, is one of his least agentive as it unfolds in the text, while references to his most powerful actions are seldom repeated.
The author's sparse application of deceleration and frequency in describing Silence's activities works to prejudice the reader against viewing Silence as a powerful figure. At the same time, the text makes extensive use of acceleration to decrease the impact of events in which Silence is agentive. Acceleration, the reverse of deceleration, is accomplished, as Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan reminds us, 'by devoting a short segment of the text to a long period of the story.' 24 By making the reading time far less than the actual duration of the event, the author limits the amount of time the reader spends processing the event, and, by generally providing fewer details, the author makes visualization more difficult and thus weakens the reader's memory trace for the event. The ultimate in acceleration is a generic expression. 25 This term is borrowed from linguistics, 26 where it refers to sentences which describe situations generalized across participants, locations and times, such as 'Li buen, li biel el siecle muerent' [The good and the beautiful die young in this world], 2137.
Generic expressions form a continuum; as the number of events or situations referred to in a generic expression increases, the amount of attention the reader can devote to considering each one decreases. As a result, the more generic the expression, the more accelerated the events covered by it will be. For example, 'cuers s'est une creäture / Mervelles d'estrange nature' [The human heart is a creature that has a strange and peculiar nature], 2667-68, encompasses in one sentence all possible situations involving any heart; the generality of the words makes it impossible for the reader to create a clear visualization of any one situation. The less generic statement 'En feme a grant desmesurance / Quant ire le sorporte et vaint' [When a woman is dominated by rage, she is completely out of control], 3918-19, decreases the number of events covered to include all women (but not men or children) when they are angry; still, it is too general to be easily visualized. Even for some of the least generic expressions like 'Li senescals por essaucier / Et por aprendre a chevalcier / Le mainne en bos et en rivieres' [In order to build up his [Silence's] endurance and teach him to ride, the seneschal took him through woods and streams], 2469-71, which limits events to only those involving both Silence and the seneschal engaging in the same activity, the number of events referred to is still too large to visualize very effectively. Each of these three sentences demonstrates the common pattern: as the sentence becomes less generic, it becomes more detailed. Thus, whenever a text provides generic expressions, both the events described and their participants will have a muted impact on the reader.
About twenty-five percent of references to Silence's actions (117 of 462) are generic to some degree, which is about the same proportion as for other characters' actions (twenty-four percent, 137 of 578). For two of Silence's most important activities, however, fighting and minstrelsy, the percentage of references that are generic is significantly higher. Of the sixty-eight references to Silence's fighting, over half are generic (just over fifty-four percent); and of the twenty-five references to minstrelsy, twenty are generic (eighty percent). Thus, fifty lines of text describe Silence's battle with the count fairly specifically, but most of the rest of his participation in the battle is expressed generically. These textual features show considerable range in the level of generality. For example, 'Sor ces helmes fait retentir / Son brant, que il lor fait sentir' [He made them feel the weight of his sword and made their helmets resound with the blows], 5543-44, describes only one agent, but multiple actions against multiple enemies. More generically, the passage 'Silence en l'ost est d'altre part. / O ses François fait grant essart.' [Silence was on the other side of the fray, mowing down the foe with his Frenchmen], 5521-22, describes multiple agents performing multiple actions against multiple enemies. Most generically, 'le guerre fine' [he won the war], 5647, while describing one agent, reduces all of his actions to a single, highly general proposition.
The effect of the generic expressions becomes more evident when compared to Chrétien's narration of Lancelot's battles. As just one example, even when Lancelot is torn between two allegorical figures, Pitiez and Largece, and even when he does not end up killing his opponent, his action is specific and energetic: que cil par le hiaume le sache, si que trestoz les laz an tranche: la vantaille et la coiffe blanche li abat de la teste jus [The other (Lancelot) grabbed him by the helmet, Tearing off all the fastenings: The ventail and the white coif He struck from off his head]. 27 Silence's actions are never so decelerated and specific.
The text describing Silence's career as a minstrel for the most part shows even more severe acceleration. The first three years are compressed into four lines:
Il a des estrumens apris, Car moult grant traval i a mis, Qu'ains que li tiers ans fust passés A il ses maistres tols passés [he learned to play instruments so well, he put such effort into it, that before the end of the third year, he had completely surpassed his masters] 3139-42.
Once or twice a single performance is given an entire sentence, such as 'Dont prent sa harpe et sa viiele, / Si note avoec a sa vois viele' [Then he took his harp and viele and sang beautifully as he played], 3521-22, but even this does not allow clear visualization of Silence. While Silence might easily play both harp and vielle in the course of one performance, we are denied a specific image of Silence performing because it is not possible to play both harp and vielle simultaneously. Most often his whole career as a minstrel is compressed into a single noun phrase, as when he is described as 'En son mestier si tres vallans' [such an accomplished musician], 3186, or 'moult bon menestrel' [a very fine minstrel], 3221. 28 Thus, two of Silence's most important types of activities, fighting and performing music, are relatively rarely mentioned, and when mentioned, are described using generic expressions which are brief and lacking in specificity. Thus the text privileges fighting and performing music as significant activities by detailing characters' desire to excel in them and describing positive responses to excellence, but simultaneously it denies Silence extensive participation in those activities by refusing to allow the reader/audience to see him engaged in them.
While a character's perceived power is to a large extent governed by the types of events that he or she participates in and the description of those events, it is also significantly affected by a character's intentionality. Independent of how agentive an action is, an intentional action conveys more power in the doer than an unintentional one. For example, many of the queen's actions are not highly agentive; she spends most of her time talking, arranging her clothes, or writing letters. Yet these actions are intentional, done on her own initiative, and, perhaps even more important, they are crucial parts of the plot's main cause-effect chain. Silence's actions contrast sharply with the queen's. At the most generous interpretation, of all the references to Silence's actual actions in the text (347), barely more than a quarter (ninety-three) refer to actions that Silence both wants to do and does without being ordered to do. Examples of such actions include his preparations for following the minstrels, as when 'Sa sele met et bel s'atorn' [He equips himself well and saddles (his beautiful hunter)], 2876; and his returning home from Burgundy, when he 'Al duc prent congié de sa voie, / Et passe la mer d'Engletierre' [He took leave of the duke, was on his way, and crossed the English Channel], 3482-83. Moreover, of these ninety-three highly independent actions, more than half (forty-eight) are framed as generic expressions, furthering weakening their effect, as in 'Silence remaint a sejor / Avoec le duc a grant honor' [Silence stayed on a while as a highly valued member of the ducal household], 3478-79, a statement which summarizes in one sentence a large and varied group of Silence's activities, such as singing, playing, eating, and conversing with guests.
How can Silence's intentionality be so subverted? Heldris's text accomplishes this by cleverly balancing two independent factors: 1) whether or not Silence wants or is willing to act, and 2) whether or not he is ordered to act. For example, Silence seems to have enjoyed the activities of his boyhood, such as wrestling, hunting, jousting, and riding through the forest, and he voices no objection to wearing boys' clothing necessary to do these things. These positive attitudes are summed up in the statement 'Il a us d'ome tant usé / Et cel de feme refusé / Que poi en falt que il n'est malles' [He was so used to men's usage and had so rejected women's ways that little was lacking for him to be a man], 2475-77. Yet we know that he is living according to 'us d'ome' only on the general command of his parents and guardians (For example, 'Moult le castie biel li pere / Et alsi fait sovent la mere, Li senescals et la norice.' [The father gave him much good advice, as did the mother often, and the seneschal and the nurse], 2463-65, or in response to quite specific instructions (as when the seneschal 'Le mainne en bos et en rivieres' [took him through woods and streams], 2471). Later, when Silence is living at the court of the King of France, the text specifies that he enjoys living as a man: 'Silences ne se repent rien / De son usage, ains l'ainme bien' [Silence had no regrets about his upbringing, in fact, he loved it], 5177-78. However, as with his childhood activities, he is at the French court because he has been ordered to go there.
Along similar lines, even though it is likely that Silence wants to come home again, this is never overtly stated. It is only in response to the command of the King of France that he leaves. 'Le rois fait Silence atorner / Ki plus ne violt la sejorner' [The king commanded Silence to make ready, and [therefore] Silence no longer wished to remain], 5275-76. 29 Similarly, we are left in no doubt that Silence enjoys at least some aspects of the ensuing battle with the count of Chester: 'Silences n'a soig de juër: / Ne violt pas le guerre atriuër [Silence didn't feel like fooling around, he didn't want to stop fighting], 5639-40. Yet the only reason he is in the battle in the first place is that King Ebain has summoned him to fight. Even Silence's decision to run away to join the minstrels, the one major action he undertakes completely on his own initiative, and clearly something he wants to do, is a decision that subsequently requires him to spend most of his efforts, certainly in all the activities actually mentioned, in obeying the minstrels' orders: going wherever they decide to go, learning to play from them, generally serving them (an activity mentioned twenty-three times), and performing at their or their audiences' command. While any young person is bound to spend time under the control of others, in this case it is not balanced by descriptions of actions done on his own initiative.
The inverse of these actions in which Silence is a willing subordinate are those in which Silence does something on his own initiative, but unwillingly. These occur as small actions embedded in larger undertakings he has been commanded to carry out. In taking the letter to France and searching for Merlin, he is required to make travel preparations, undertake the journey, and find his way without being specifically told how to do these things. But even this limited intentionality is muted because the references to these goaloriented activities are generally very brief. For example, 'Plus tost qu'il pot passe la mer / Et si s'en vient tolt droit en France' [He crossed the sea as soon as he could and thus went directly to France], 4380-81. In addition, the text often emphasizes the fact that he is performing these tasks very reluctantly, as when 'Cil n'i ose plus sejorner…Si s'en ist plorant de la porte [Silence didn't dare postpone his departure…(He) went forth weeping], 4370, 4372. His reluctance is particularly apparent when he sets out to trap Merlin: Thus, though he carries out several specific actions on his own initiative (going to his room, preparing for the trip, mounting his horse, and setting off), these actions have little impact on our perception of his power because they are ancillary activities necessary for a larger task he is forced to carry out against his will.
Moreover, the greatest subversion of Silence's intentionality and initiative takes place at exactly the moment he could so easily have been depicted as having a great deal of each: when he is about to capture Merlin. Instead of portraying him as independently devising and carrying out a successful entrapment, Heldris has him accomplish this feat by slavishly following the highly detailed directions given him by someone else, who may in fact be the victim (5938-95). 30 Point for point, Silence does exactly as the old man has instructed him.
Silence's intentionality is further vitiated by the fact that, although his actions are usually crucial to the plot, his intentions connected with those actions are irrelevant to the advancement of the plot. This contrasts with the actions of the queen, almost all of which are on the main cause-effect chain. For example, Silence doesn't choose to excel at minstrelsy in order to make the other minstrels jealous, but their jealousy and its results are vital to the plot. Likewise, the queen's passion for Silence and her subsequent actions are key in the development of the story, yet the causes of this passion are either not under his control (for example, his physical beauty), or are the result of his general desire to excel in all activities. Certainly, he does not fight, sing, or play well in order to attract the queen; quite the reverse! Finally, intentionality may also involve a character's negative intentions, that is, an active desire to resist doing something. At several critical points in the story, Silence is coerced into doing something he does not want to do. When he first realizes the queen is trying to seduce him, he tries, at first unsuccessfully, to get away: 'De li s'estorst et si s'en lieve, / Et la roïne le rahert' [He twisted free of her grasp and staggered to his feet, but the queen hung on to him], 3880-81, and when he does escape, it is because she releases him, 'Atant le lassce et cil s'en vait' [And then she let go of the youth and he left], 3895. After this traumatic experience, he is determined not to return to her chamber, but in the end he does:
Mais il i entrera encore A se moult grant male aventure. Por quant s'afice bien et jure Que por plain bacin de deniers N'i enterroit le mois entiers [But he will enter it again, at terrible cost to himself, even though he swore that he wouldn't go there again for a whole month, not even for a basketful of money] 3964-68.
When Silence finally does go back to the queen's chamber, she locks him in, and he is unable to escape before the king returns.
Not content simply downplaying Silence's power in subtle but pervasive ways, the romance narrative also goes to extraordinary and obvious lengths to underscore his passivity. This is achieved in two ways. First, seventytwo lines describe in detail how Nature created Silence in the first place. This is, of course, an example of decelerating a critical event; but it is also significant in that it demotes Silence to the status of created object, a work of Nature's art. This objectification is strengthened by the extended similes and metaphors interspersed throughout this section comparing Nature's ability to create people to a baker making bread, 1805-22, or to a potter molding clay, 1828-39, 1887-99.
Second, although the text spends a great deal of time on the creation of Silence, the narrative's most spectacular device for rendering Silence powerless is to make him the victim of highly violent, irreversible events. Of course, these violent events are restricted to certain kinds of mental spaces, a concept developed by linguist Gilles Fauconnier and stylistician Paul Werth. 31 In even the most ordinary kind of language use, people create numerous mental spaces to which they assign various characters and events. Mental spaces include such things as dreams, paintings, stories, perceptions, memories, beliefs, plans, desires, and impersonations. Clearly, events in some of these spaces are not to be considered real, but they all have an impact on the reader/listener's construction of a narrative. To be precise, Silence 'dies' ninety-four times in the text, nearly three times more often than all of the other characters combined (thirty-six). Although these ninety-four deaths all occur in non-real mental spaces, their cumulative effect strongly colors the audience's perception of Silence.
Most of these imagined or potential 'deaths' (sixty-six) are described very generally, as when the minstrels plot to kill him ('Voelent l'enfant livrer a perte' [they wanted to murder the youth], 3346), when he fears for his life ('se jo ma vie perc chi' [If I lose my life here], 3546), and when the French fear he might die ('cho iert pechiés, / Qu'il iert deffais et depechiés' [it will be a pity, for the youth will be executed], 4405-06).
Many references to Silence dying, however, are more specific, making them more easily visualized and remembered. In the hopes, fears, and plans of other characters, and in his own fears and dreams, Silence is hanged nine times, beheaded seven times, burned to death four times, drowned four times, has his neck broken twice, and is torn apart twice by wild animals. Besides all these non-realized killings, Silence 'dies' eight times before he is even christened, and is at least seriously injured in non-real spaces another twentyfour times. To hasten the baptism, Silence's parents claim he is about to die, and this news is reiterated. '[P]artolt tresvole la noviele / Que l'enfes muert' [The news spread rapidly everywhere that the child was dying], 2127-28. The minstrels plot to kill him vividly and repeatedly. For example, 'Sans caperon li ferons cape, / Car le cief perdra al trebuc' [We'll make him a cape without a hood, for he'll lose his head in our trap], 3326-27. The townspeople and Silence's parents express regret that he will have to die for entering Cornwall as a minstrel. 'Com il a, las, povre sejor, / Car il pendra demain sor jor' [What a pity he'll be here for such a short time-for he'll hang tomorrow morning], 3531-32. The queen frequently threatens Silence with death or asks Ebain to have him killed, sometimes suggesting alternative forms of death: 'Ardoir, u a chevals detraire?' ['Burn him? Have him torn apart by wild horses?'], 4231. The King of France and his advisors extensively discuss the letter requesting that Silence be killed, and the Count of Blois suggests that after a period of time, the King might without blame 'le fait…pendre / U il le fait ardoir en fame' [have him hanged or burned at the stake], 4578-79.
The fact that none of these events actually takes place, however, does not negate their overall effect on the reader. In reading about any event, a reader must create a mental representation of it simply to comprehend the text, thus creating a long-term record in memory. 32 Even for events the reader knows to be non-realized in the narrative at the time of reading about them, the very act of having to construct a representation of the event in order to negate it leaves a memory trace. 33 Moreover, if events must be considered as at least possible at the time of reading or hearing, the audience has no choice but to keep these possibilities alive in memory until they are realized or not.
34 If non-realized or possible events are inserted into a text only once or twice, the effect on the audience's perceptions will be negligible, but when these non-realized events are pervasive, they not only create a strong potential activity in the plot, but may also affect audience perception of the characters involved. 35 Almost all of the moments and utterances in which Silence is 'killed' (eighty-eight out of ninety-four) must be considered possible future events at the moment they are presented in the text and, furthermore, Silence's life is uncertain until he is unmasked. As a result, these 'deaths' are repeatedly primed until the very end of the story. Thus, even though none of the multiple representations of Silence as mortal victim actually occurs, they still play a strong role in weakening his perceived agency by representing him as a victim.
The only other major category of non-realized events in the text refers to Silence having either consensual or forced sex with the queen (fifty-five). When the queen urges Silence to have sexual intercourse with her or claims that he has attempted to rape her, the text creates a mental representation of those two activities. Because these actions portray an agentive Silence, references to them should mitigate the perception of Silence as a victim created by his 'deaths.' That this does not happen is at least partly because the majority of them (thirty-seven) are consensual, in which presumably the partners share agency; but there is a more fundamental difference between the sexual acts and the deaths. Whereas Silence's death, though represented in non-realized spaces, remains a possibility to the end of the story, the reader knows at the time of reading that the seduction events cannot be real within the heteronormative framework of the non-real mental space they inhabit. The actions involving sexual intercourse cannot happen because Silence is biologically female, and the other ancillary actions which involve Silence tearing the queen's clothes or even beating her are lies presented by the queen after the actual, and very different, narrative events have been described.
These primary effects of the non-realized events in Silence are easily described, but the poet's manipulation of what is real in the narrative and what is not has other more subtle effects. Readers of extended narratives have to create and constantly update a character trace for each participant in the text. 36 Typically the trace for a major character will include abundant detail, development over time, and participation (active or passive) in many or most of the plot's agentive actions. In general, a reader will construct only one character trace for each character. At first glance, it seems that a reader or hearer of Silence will have six main character traces to construct (King Ebain, Queen Eufeme, Cador, Eufemie, Silence, and Merlin), along with a number of secondary traces for people like the seneschal, the minstrels, and the King of France. In some instances, however, a reader is forced to keep separate character traces for a single character if that character is leading a double life of some sort, like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
Since so much of this poetic narrative involving Silence slides back and forth between realized and non-realized actions and roles, it is more reasonable for the reader to maintain at least three separate character traces for Silence: one for Silence the female, one for Silence the honorable (male) knight and minstrel, and one for Silence the dishonorable (male) knight who tries to rape the queen.
In one sense, the character trace for the female Silence is the only real one. However, this is not intuitively satisfying; the trace for Silence the honorable knight seems far more real. Why is this? First of all, aside from simple biological facts, we have almost no information to put into our character trace for the female Silence: she is born, then is submerged, or at least remains dormant, until the end of the story when she is unmasked. We have no opportunity to see her development as a woman (strictly speaking), since the story ends right where her life as a woman starts. In contrast, the trace for Silence the honorable knight/minstrel is long and detailed, from his hasty, stress-filled baptism to his triumphal return with Merlin, including almost half (forty-five) of the ninety-four non-real deaths. Furthermore, this character develops over time. Silence the dishonorable knight, on the other hand, does not change over time, but the trace for this character contains more detail than the one for a female Silence. The dishonorable knight trace also includes forty-nine of the ninety-four 'deaths' he undergoes.
In short, if for each character trace we examine the number of details offered, the degree of development of the character, and the percentage of agentive events, the honorable knight persona is clearly the main character trace for Silence. All the realized events in the story belong to a male character trace rather than a female one. And this sense is supported by the fact that Silence is consistently referred to using masculine pronouns and adjectives in the narrative, not only by other characters, who honestly believe he is male, but even by the omniscient narrator and by Silence himself. In this way, dichotomies of gender categories, instead of being reinforced, are challenged by the simultaneity of perspectives. The character trace we are forced to acknowledge as the most accurate is undeveloped, while the trace we know from the beginning to be biologically non-real becomes realized in the text in ways that cannot be negated by logical dismissal.
Because the audience is so encouraged to accept the male knight character trace as the 'real' Silence, the extraordinary number of non-realized deaths serve a second purpose aside from decreasing Silence's perceived power: namely, they foreshadow a 'real' death at the end of the story. The Silence who is killed in all these non-realized mental spaces is, in fact, one or the other of the Silences who is not entirely realized in the first place: the honorable minstrel/knight or the refuser/molestor of the queen. Thus all these nonrealized deaths foreshadow the actual death of power and even identity that Silence experiences at the end of the poem. This is why, while the poem leaves its audience dissatisfied, it does not leave them surprised.
To conclude: the Roman de Silence incorporates language that consistently diminishes the audience's perception of Silence's power. 37 Only fifteen percent of the references to Silence as an actor or agent are actually highly agentive. Throughout the text, deceleration inflates events in which Silence is an object or product of another's action, but acceleration reduces the impact of the few events where he is agentive. Generic expressions also dilute our perception of his power; when Silence fights male adversaries, he is often represented as just one of many. Finally, when he does act, it is most frequently at the command of someone else, and he often acts unwillingly or his actions bring about results he does not intend. However the text goes beyond making Silence seem weak as an actor; it renders him a passive victim by causing him to be killed ninety-four times in the audience's mind, albeit in non-realized space. Though the deaths are never literally carried out, they contribute to our sense of his powerlessness. Stylistic analysis thus illuminates and strengthens the bivalent representation of Silence, and in so doing, establishes beyond reasonable doubt that the contradictory portrayal of the hero is fundamental because it is so undeniably systematic.
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